La Esperanza Townhomes
SUBDIVISION: La Esperanza Townhomes
LOCATION: Tucson, AZ, 85710
Scheme 1 - Current Scheme

DEC709 Adobe South

DEC707 Foxtail

Body & Garage Door or Trim
RL#642

Trim or Body & Garage Door
RL#632

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: *Trim = also known as Accent Color, Pop Out Stucco Cap of homes, Garage Door Frames and Gutters

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
Tucson - Broadway - 044

Tucson - 013

Oracle Road - 039

7525 E Broadway Blvd

4320 E Speedway Blvd

3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 296-3875

(520) 327-6011

(520) 887-7100

6065192

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

La Esperanza Townhomes
SUBDIVISION: La Esperanza Townhomes
LOCATION: Tucson, AZ, 85710
Scheme 2

DEC772 Navajo White

DE6248 Spooky

Body & Garage Door or Trim
RL#660

Trim or Body & Garage Door
RL#519

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: *Trim = also known as Accent Color, Pop Out Stucco Cap of homes, Garage Door Frames and Gutters

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
Tucson - Broadway - 044

Tucson - 013

Oracle Road - 039

7525 E Broadway Blvd

4320 E Speedway Blvd

3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 296-3875

(520) 327-6011

(520) 887-7100

6065192

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

La Esperanza Townhomes
SUBDIVISION: La Esperanza Townhomes
LOCATION: Tucson, AZ, 85710
Scheme 3

DET653 Historic White

DE6136 Terracotta Sand

Body & Garage Door or Trim
RL#950

Trim or Body & Garage Door
RL#503

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: *Trim = also known as Accent Color, Pop Out Stucco Cap of homes, Garage Door Frames and Gutters

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
Tucson - Broadway - 044

Tucson - 013

Oracle Road - 039

7525 E Broadway Blvd

4320 E Speedway Blvd

3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 296-3875

(520) 327-6011

(520) 887-7100

6065192

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

La Esperanza Townhomes
SUBDIVISION: La Esperanza Townhomes
LOCATION: Tucson, AZ, 85710
Scheme 4

DE6150 Gourmet Honey

DEC777 Meadowood

Body & Garage Door
RL#505

Trim
RL#685

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: *Trim = also known as Accent Color, Pop Out Stucco Cap of homes, Garage Door Frames and Gutters

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
Tucson - Broadway - 044

Tucson - 013

Oracle Road - 039

7525 E Broadway Blvd

4320 E Speedway Blvd

3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 296-3875

(520) 327-6011

(520) 887-7100

6065192

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

La Esperanza Townhomes
SUBDIVISION: La Esperanza Townhomes
LOCATION: Tucson, AZ, 85710
Scheme 5

DEC746 Apache Tan

DEC717 Baked Potato

Body & Garage Door or Trim
RL#629

Trim or Body & Garage Door
RL#682

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: *Trim = also known as Accent Color, Pop Out Stucco Cap of homes, Garage Door Frames and Gutters

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
Tucson - Broadway - 044

Tucson - 013

Oracle Road - 039

7525 E Broadway Blvd

4320 E Speedway Blvd

3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 296-3875

(520) 327-6011

(520) 887-7100

6065192

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

La Esperanza Townhomes
SUBDIVISION: La Esperanza Townhomes
LOCATION: Tucson, AZ, 85710
Scheme 6

DEC770 Drifting

DET620 Barnwood Gray

Body & Garage Door
RL#650

Trim
RL#917

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: *Trim = also known as Accent Color, Pop Out Stucco Cap of homes, Garage Door Frames and Gutters

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
Tucson - Broadway - 044

Tucson - 013

Oracle Road - 039

7525 E Broadway Blvd

4320 E Speedway Blvd

3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 296-3875

(520) 327-6011

(520) 887-7100

6065192

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

La Esperanza Townhomes
SUBDIVISION: La Esperanza Townhomes
LOCATION: Tucson, AZ, 85710
Scheme 7

DEC728 Madera
Trim Option #1
RL#638

DEC717 Baked Potato

DEC798 Taliesin Blue

Body & Garage Door
RL#682

Trim Option #2
RL#691

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: *Trim = also known as Accent Color, Pop Out Stucco Cap of homes, Garage Door Frames and Gutters

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
Tucson - Broadway - 044

Tucson - 013

Oracle Road - 039

7525 E Broadway Blvd

4320 E Speedway Blvd

3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 296-3875

(520) 327-6011

(520) 887-7100

6065192

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

La Esperanza Townhomes
SUBDIVISION: La Esperanza Townhomes
LOCATION: Tucson, AZ, 85710
Wall Color

DEC759 Hickory
Wall Color
RL#694

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
Tucson - Broadway - 044

Tucson - 013

Oracle Road - 039

7525 E Broadway Blvd

4320 E Speedway Blvd

3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 296-3875

(520) 327-6011

(520) 887-7100

6065192

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

